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國立花蓮教育大學九十六學年度研究所碩士班招生考試試題 
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一、Vocabulary and Phrases：(共 15題，每題 2分，共 30分) 

1. The visually impaired people in the county are eligible to receive a fixed amount of 
allowance annually. 

 A.  monthly   B.  yearly    C.  quarterly    D.  weekly 

2.  Mary has chided the popular television program for political reasons recently.  
  A.  praised   B.  advised   C.  reproached   D.  sponsored 

3. Peter was interested in anthropology. 
A.  the study of apes  B.  the study of insects  C.  the study of humans   
D.  the study of royalty 

4.   Some citizens said the election of Mr. Blazer will lead to anarchy.  
  A.  a strong central government    
  B.  the absence of a controlling government   
  C.  an old-fashioned, outdated government   
  D.  a government controlled by an individual 

5.  Speedy was obsessed by the appeal of the visual reality on the computer screen.  
  A.  fascinated  B.  enlightened   C.  delighted   D.  interrupted 

6. Organic farming systems rely on practices such as cultural and biological pest 
management, and virtually _____ synthetic chemicals in crop production and 
antibiotics or hormones in livestock production. 
A. permit   B. provide   C. presume   D. prohibit 

(續背面) 

注意事項： 

(一)試卷共2頁4面，合計100分。 
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7. The biggest single step we can take to _____ global warming and save oil is to 
increase the fuel economy of our cars, SUVs, and light trucks. 
A. curb   B. decree    C. abide    D. keep 

8. Einstein was _____, on both parents’ sides, from Jewish tradesmen and peddlers 
who had, for at least two centuries, made modest livings in the rural villages of 
Swabia in southwestern Germany. 
A. declined   B. descended   C. detained   D. declared 

9. The Victoria Falls are one of Africa’s greatest natural wonders. But as tourism and 
political instability change the face of the region, the thundering waters are 
becoming a _____ spot for the local pachyderms. 
A. treacherous  B. predictable   C. primitive   D. secure 

10. Worries about the U.S. trade and budget deficits were a key factor in the euro’s 
surge to its all-time high in 2004, but those worries were _____ over the past two 
years by the Fed’s campaign of interest rate increases. 
A. emerged  B. distilled   C. submerged   D. submitted 

11. Manchester United supporters are wondering whether their former striker Mark 
Hughes, whose Blackburn side visit Old Trafford today, will be the man to 
eventually _____ Ferguson, who did not discourage such thoughts yesterday. 
A. regain   B. replace   C. replay    D. replenish 

12. In some ways she was more _____ than other people her age, but she operated 
with the fairly straightforward juvenile mix of fatalism and optimism common to 
her peers. 
A. mature   B. lucky    C. childish   D. immature 

13. Crucifixion scenes have a long and distinguished history in Western art, from the 
earliest Byzantine and Gothic works to late-Renaissance _____ by Michelangelo 
and El Greco.  
A. exhibitions  B. display    C. revelations   D. masterpieces 

14. Fluoride helps prevent tooth decay by making the tooth more _____ to acid 
attacks from plaque bacteria and sugars in the mouth. It also reverses early decay. 
A. assistant  B. resistant    C. insistent   D. existent 
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15. If scientists can take bone marrow cells from an _____ man and turn them into 
sperm, they could father a child using standard techniques such as in vitro 
fertilization (IVF).  
A. infernal    B. inferno          C. infidel           D. infertile 

 

二、Grammar：(共 15題，每題 2分，共 30分) 

 
1. I am not a country person at all. I _____ the cities. 

A. prefer to   B. prefer    C. would rather  D. am like 

2. Her three daughters are Kelly, Debbie, and _____, one-year-old Amy. 
A. last but not worst  B. last and not less  C. last but not least   
D. last and not least 

3. _____ entering the room, I found that refreshments were being served. 
A. At     B. On    C. In    D. Over 

4. During last month, Abraham did not get ___. 
A. many mail   B. much mail   C. many mails   D. much mails 

5. John: It _____ rain this morning. Why don’t you take an umbrella? 
Mary: That’s a good idea. May I borrow yours? 
A. had better   B. could be   C. must    D. might 

6. The reason _____ she never likes parties has to do with the unhappy experience 
she had on her twelfth birthday. 
A. that     B. which    C. for    D. is that 

7. Never having tasted one, _____. 
A. the mango was delicious 
B. all the mangoes were delicious 
C. one of the mangoes was rotten 
D. he found that one of the mangoes was rotten 

 
 

(續背面) 
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8. James said that _____ any of the newest biography of Benjamin Franklin. 
A. hardly he has read 
B. he hardly has read 
C. he has hardly read 
D. he has read hardly 

9. Either you or I _____ at fault. 
A. were    B. was    C. be    D. has been 

10. The mayor makes ___ a rule ___ jogging every morning. 
A. it…go    B. that…to go   C. it…that goes  D. it…to go 

11. _____ the weather report, there will be a thundershower tomorrow afternoon. 
A. Because of   B. According to  C. Thanks to   D. By means of 

12. Margaret sat at the desk, obviously _____ something. 
A. to write    B. write    C. and written  D. writing 

13. If he _____ following that other car too closely, he would have been able to stop 
in time instead of running into it. 
A. was    B. wasn’t    C. hadn’t been    
D. would have been 

14. The flight attendants asked all the passengers _____ their seat belts during the 
turbulence. 
A. to buckle   B. to have buckled  C. buckling   D. buckle 

15. The flavor of the Dutch chocolate yogurt is better than _____. 
A. the white chocolate 
B. the white chocolate is 
C. that of the white chocolate 
D. the yogurt of white chocolate 

三、Composition：(40分) 

     Gains and Losses 


